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Part 1 of this history' dealt with the study of nearly horizontal
flows with stable interfaces. As in Part l, most of the flows
considered in this second part are nearly parallel but here the
departures from parallel motion, such as waves and turbulence, are
of interest.
The study of internai waves is traced from the
hydrodynamicists of the nineteenth century, to the oceanographers
of the early twentieth century and ultimately ta the work of the
meteorologists which has continued to the present time.
The
study of turbulence in stratified fluids in this period centred
around the development of a criterion for the growth or decay of
turbulence, based on the Richardson number. Other aspects of
turbulence considered were the interaction of turbulence and the
denslty stratification both in modifying the fluid's resistance to
shear and in producing mixing.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
This is the second of three parts surveying the study of densitystratified flows, and treats wave motion and interfacial effects such
as mixing, internai shear stress and some aspects of the dynamic
instability of statically stable fluids. Part 3 will deal with studies
of essentially vertical motions such as convection in cells and
plumes and with closely related topics in interfacial stability.
As in Part 1 1 must stress that this is the work of a civil
engineer and the treatment of the meteorological studies in particular is by no means exhaustive.
ln Part 1 (Hinwood 1970) the early references to stratified flows
were described, showing the origin of the basic concept that
variations in density of a f1uid subject ta gravity could result in
motion. The study of steady, nearly horizontal flows was traced
through to 1945, at which stage there were available the basic
equations of motion in a number of forms, a few exact and some
approximate solutions ta these equations and a considerable body
of data collected in the oceans, in lakes and reservoirs and in
the atmosphere, most of which could be explained qualitatively.
Quantitative predictions were few since they involved solving
intractible equations or utilising inadequate empirical data for
resistance coefficients and other quantities.
The study of wave motion did not rely on steady-flow solutions of
the equations of motion and hence developed largely independently

• Cf. La Houille Blanche, no 4-1970, p. 347-359.

of the work discussed in Part 1, although the same concepts and
fundamental equations were required.
In contrast to the work
of Part 1 there was quite good communication between workers
with different fields of application and so it is possible to trace
the study of wave motion chronologically, as will be done in the
next section.
The investigations of interfacial stability and breaking internai
waves are relevant to the study of internai shear and mixing, but
the exchanges of information between these two fields up ta 1945
were sa few that thcy will be treated here as separutc topics.
Chapter 3 deals with studies of several aspects of turbulence in
stratified fluids and reveals the limited state of knowlF!doe at the
end of 1945.
Since 1945 both wave motion and turbulence studies have been
very numerous and significant advances have been achieved in
theoretical and applied work, most of the applications being in
meteorology until very recently. As in Part 1, only a few references
to recent work will be given in a list separate from the main
bibliography and no attempt will be made to outline the present
state of knowledge.

CHAPTER 2. INTERNAL WAVES
2.1

The tirst observations

The earliest observations of waves in stratified fluids date back at
least to the Romans, as Pliny the Eider (c 77) noted that it was
weil known ta divers that a layer of ail on water cal ms the waves.
Franklin made the sa me observation in 1773 and conducted experiments in a large pond to confirm his impressions. He offered
the explanation, "1 imagine that the wind, blowing over water thus
covered with a film of oil, cannat easily catch upon it, so as to
raise the first wrinkles ... ". This explanation leaves unanswered
the equivalent question of why the wind can't easily catch upon
the surface, and the credit must go to Aitken (1883) for providing
the first correct explanation in terms of the resistance to compres·
sion of a surface film, which is one of the mechanisms acting.
Miles (1960) discussed compression and surface tension effects,
both of which are important, and gave a good review of the
early investigations. These effects occur at a surface rather than
within a fluid which posessesan interface and will not be
considered here.
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Franklin (1762) made the fi l'st observation of true internai l'laves
while watching a thick layer of oil floating on a layer of water in
the base of a lamp. By swinging the lamp he found interfacial
l'laves l'lere much more easily generated than surface l'laves, a
fact he l'las unable to explain. Franklin's unexplained observations
l'lere of interest to many later workers including Lamb (1879).
The next reported observation of internai l'laves l'las that of
William Hall of the Aberdeen shipbuilding form of Hall Brothers.
ln the 1830's the performed experiments related to the design of
clipper ships, in which a thin layer of dyed turpentine l'las added
ta a tank of water, principally in order ta reveal the downward
motion of the water near the bows. Hall wrote a private report
on this work in about 1840, but it is not available and the best
description of this work is in a paper by Cable (1943). Although the
report contained sketches of pronounced internai l'laves, Hall had no
idea that su ch a situation might occur in practice, or that it might
increase the drag of the vessel, hence the proposed name "Hall
Effect" does not seem as appropriate as "dead water", the older
name for this enhanced resistance to motion. Actual observations
of dead water may be much older: Goupill (1909) says that dead
water had been observed at the mouths of some French rivers for
many years although the cause l'las not understood.
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where Vl and v" are the components of the fluid velocity in the
direction of l'lave propagation. The more general case in which
the velocity is a known function of the depth l'las also discussed
by Greenhill, as l'lere translational l'laves in a horizontai cylindrical
conduit of arbitrary cross section containing a two-Iayer fluid.
Greenhill increased the generality of his work still further oy
considering the effect of another f1uid property: interfacial surface
tension.
Utilising the work of Kelvin and Rayleigh, Greenhill
showed that a small progressive interfacial l'lave in an inviscid
fluid will be stable if:

The nineteenth century hydrodynamicists

Starting in 1847 with Stokes, the study of internai l'laves l'las
dominated in the nineteenth century by the classical hydrodynamicists. Stokes derived expressions for the velocity potentials of
l'laves at the interface between two finite superposed layers of
fluid and obtained the expression for the celerity of infinitessimal
progressive l'laves:
9
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where c is the l'lave cele rity, m is the l'lave number, Pl and p" are
the densities of the upper and lower layers, h, and h 2 are their
thickness and 9 is the acceleration of gravity. Kelvin (1871) independently derived a particular form of this equation for wind l'laves
on water. Taking the depths of wind and water as Infinite, Stokes's
equation may be reduced to:
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which was obtained directly by Kelvin for infinitessimal l'laves
propagating freely on the air-water interface. Kelvin th en derived
an expression for l'laves being driven by a wind of speed v on the
surface of still water:
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which is a particular case of a general formula derived sixteen
years later by Greehill.
ln the same paper Kelvin introduced the technique of imposing
infinitessimal sinusoidal disturbances to study the stability of a
liquid surface. Rayleigh's (1883) application of Kelvin's procedure
to the interface between two statically unstable st rata will be
described in Part 3, but he also applied the procedure to moving
two and three layer statically stable inviscid fluids and to one
witli an initially exponential density distribution given by
(1/0) (o%z) = constant. For such fluids he defined the stability
lim'its ùnder the action of sinusoidal disturbances. He showed that
for his case a three dimensional infinitessimal disturbance could
be replaced by a two dimensional one, a result which l'las not
recognised to be generally true until the proof of Squire in 1933.
These papers of Kelvin and Rayleigh and those of Helmholtz described below founded the subject of hydrodynamic st.bility and
established the principal techniques used for the next seventy
years.
Aiso in 1883, O. Reynolds in his classic paper on the role of
viscosity in instability gave a brief comment on the stability of the
counterflow situation and stated that there should be a stability
criterion. In an experiment he showed the progression from a
plane interface, through periodic l'laves to breaking l'laves on the
interface.
The next decade saw a very rapid growth in the knowledge of
internai l'laves. Webb (1884) obtained a transcendental equation
lin king the velocity of propagation and the l'lave length for an
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n-Iayered fluid in a rectangular container, which l'las quoted in
detail by Greenhill (1887), this l'las more a general result th an
those of Rayleigh, but of the same type. Greenhill, among many
other contributions, gave a clearer derivation of Stokes's expression
for the l'lave celerity in a two-Iayer fluid. He then extended his
analysis to the case of uniform relative motion of the st rata and
found that for sinusoidal l'laves the velocity of propagation, u, is
given by:

where v is the relative velocity of the st rata and T the coefficient
of surface tension.
Basset's Text "A Treatise on Hydrodynamics" (1888) contained a
more direct derivation of Greenhill's expression for the propagation velocity (Art 389), and contained some work on interfacial
instability (Art 416). Following this, Burnside (1889) considered
more general density distributions and showed that only the free
surface l'lave is irrotational, and Love (1891), using a streamfunction
rather than potentials, confirmed Burnside's results using slightly
more rigorous mathematics. Whereas Burnside had arrived at a
continuous density variation by taking the limit of a number of discrete layers as their thickness became infinitessimal, Love began
with a continuous density variation.
The final contributor to this period of development l'las Helmholtz,
who in 1886 gave a qualitative description of the rolling up of the
interfacial boundary layer which he regarded as a method of cloud
formation, and in 1888, 1889 and 1890 derived expressions for the
energy of internai l'lave motions, and hence obtained stability
criteria and rate~ uf yruvvlll uf vvdV8S at the interface of two atratn
in relative motion. The last papers provided an alternative technique to that 01 Kelvin and Rayleigh: the eneryy IIIUlhod, which
has been shown ta be a special case of a very general method of
stability analysis: the direct method of Liapunov. His method l'las
mistrusted by mathematicians because it l'las feared that the integration over the volume of fluid could hide a local singularity such
as an unstable redistribution or accumulation of energy. However
such a singularity cannot occur in a continuous viscous fluid and
most later workers have confirmed Helmholtz's results, except
where his neglect of viscous action caused serious erra l'S.
One of the earliest practical applications of Helmholtz's work
came from Wegener (1906), who showed from atmospheric data for
cumulus rolls that Helmholtz's equations gave l'lave lenghts 27 percent tao long. Wegener subsequently (1912) corrected his cal culations and showed that Helmholtz's predictions l'lere accu rate,
however Wegener's work involved some personal judgement and
it should not be relied upon except to show that the order of
magnitude predicted by Helmholtz is correct.
Closely related to these analyses of stability l'lere two sets of
descriptive observations made late in the nineteenth century.
The fi l'st l'las that of Blasius (1875) who explained the origin of
certain types of cloud as being due to interfacial l'laves generated
by the relative motion of two strata of air.
The second l'las
that of Forel who described the violent turbulence generated by
relative motion at the point where the river Rhone plunges beneath
the surface of Lake Geneva. The link between these descriptions
and the rigorous but restricted results of hydrodynamical theory
l'las not made untill weil into the twentieth century.

2.3

The start of the twentieth century: dead water

The start of the twentieth century saw pure hydrodynamics and
descriptive observations replaced by fluid mechanics, the analytical and experimental study of real fluids.
In an engineering
context Prandtl l'las the pioneer and in a geophysical context it
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was V.w. Bjerknes and his pupil V.W. Ekman. The study of waves
in stratified fluids reflected this development and swung away
from the increasingly complex hydrodynamic analyses into two
fields in which experiment could combine with theory, one being
the study of internai seiches to be treated in the next subsection
and the other being waves in f10w past a body. The latter includes
waves due to flow past a stationary body - lee waves, to be
treated in a later subsection - and waves due to a body moving
through a stationary fluid - dead water, to be treated below.
The Norwegian Polar Expedition of 1893-1896 led by Nansen, sailed
in the "Fram", a slow beamy vessel easily retarded by the internai
'Naves she produced in the shallow stratification of the Arctic Sea.
The term dead water was probably coined on that expedition and
was first used in a publication in 1904 by a member of that
expedition V.W. Ekman. Meyer (1904) also described the occurrence
of dead water in polar seas and at the mouth of the River Congo,
but did not propose a mechanism, although in one part of his
paper he did suggest that the lower layer might be moving in
the opposite direction to the ship. V.W. Ekman (1904) on the other
hand performed analyses and experiments which correctly predicted
and described the effect.
Ekman's experiments showed that dead water occured when the
interfacial waves were out of phase with those on the free surface.
These are internai waves of the second mode and have a lower
celerity than those of the first mode, which are almost identical
with free surface waves in a homogeneous fluid. At ship speeds
below this wave celerity, particularly just below it, the internai
waves generated rapidly grew to a considerable height, and
increased the adverse surface slope near the ship and also
increased the velocity of flow past the ship, both effects leading to
increased drag. From the point of view of conservation of energy,
the energy of the waves had to be supplied by the ship, and near
the critical speed a resonant condition existed leading to a maximum
rate of extraction of energy. Ekman's theoretical analyses based
on inviscid flow agreed weil with his experiments in predicting
resistance as a function of ship speed. In scaling his results he
used various proportionalities, which when combined gave a densimetric Froude number
as the constant parameter which is an
additional useful result.
Two more hydrodynamic studies which filled in minor details were
those of Harrison (1908) and Lamb (1916). Harrisson included the
effects of viscosity and was thus able to calculate the rate of
energy dissipation which is determined by the energy input and
not the other way round. Lamb derived an exoression for the
valocity potontial for tho 'Navo:) in a two l!ly~r inviscid fluid
subject to a travelling pressure disturbance and obtained good
qualitative agreement with Ekman's simpler analysis.
With the end of the sailing ships the subject became of academic
interest only, until recently when the practice arose of making
extended submarine voyages, olten in sharply-stratified rapidly
moving waters. However there have been few new developments
in the study of dead water since Ekman's work.

n

2.4

The early twentieth century: seiches

Soon alter Ekman's paper on dead water, the study of internai
seiches was commenced. A couple of earlier observations had
been made of internai seiches in lakes (Thou let 1894, Watson 1903)
but scientific study really began with Watson's (1904) study of Loch
Ness.
By observing temperatures on a vertical over a period of time,
Watson found that the period of oscillation of the temperature
contours, T, was approximately given by:

(,l The densimetric Froude number, Fn ' is defined by :
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where v is a typical velocity e.g. the velocity difference between two
st rata, y a typical depth and top the density difference between strata.
ln a continuously strallfied fluid the gradient Richardson number, RI '
is usually used in place of Fn where :
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where L is the length of the lake and the other symbols have their
usual significance. Watson gave no explanation of the source of
this equation, however it may be obtained by assuming the fundamental oscillation which has a wave length of 2 Land using
Exner (1908 a, b) made
Stoke's equation for wave celerity.
detailed observations in Lake Wolfgang and from Watson's
equation predicted a fundamental period of 24.5 hrs whereas he
observed 24 hrs. W. Schmidt (1908) independently derived the same
expression but found it predicted periods 5% less than those given
by his experiments which he attributed quite reasonably to viscous
action.
A more accurate expression for standing internai waves was developed by H. J. Priestley (1909), who retained terms of order
(amplitude/wave length) '. He found that the predicted period of
standing waves was greater than with first order theory, but few
later workers have made use of his results despite the fact that
most observations show slightly longer periods than simple theory
predicts, as did those of Schmidt. En 1911, Wedderburn extended
Priestley's work by developing a procedure for computing the
periods of seiches in basins of irregular cross section, and obtaineci
excellent agreement with his field observations.
The origin of the oscillations was first considered by Watson (1904)
who suggested that they were free oscillations following an initial
displacement caused by the wind.
Wedderburn (1907) tested
Watson's idea by blowing air over a small two-Iayer model and
then cutting off the air supply. A solitary wave then formed and
travelled back and forth along his tank, but standing waves were
apparently not excited. It seems probable that the solitary wave
was created beneath a local region of fast air movement, as in
Sandstrom's (1908) experiment with an air jet. A slight tilt of the
interface to balance the wind shear on the free surface would have
given ri se to the fundamental oscillation but must have been too
small to see.
A later study of the role of the wind was made by Wedderburn and
Williams (1911) who carried out model experiments in tanks of
various shapes using layers of paraffin and water and also olive oil
and water.
Unfortunately the behaviour of the first pair of
liquids was affected by interfacial surface tension, and with
The expethe second pair a mixed interlayer was formed.
riments should not be regarded as quantitative but are still of
interest, and the periods did agree with Wedderburn's theory.
ln 1912 Wedderburn found forced oscillations in Loch Earn which
correlated with variations in the wind and he also found free
osoillations at the fundamental frequency predicted by his theory.
His report gives full details of his measuring equipment, data and
analyses. In these early studies the movements were inferred
from temperature observations at a few sections, and the possibility
that the temperature fluctuations were not internai seiohes but due
to wind pile up could not be ruled out. Birge (1910 b) criticised
Wedderburn's interpretat'on of his Loch Ness data and Exner (1910)
objected to Halbfass (1909) on this point. Wedderburn's (1908)
Looh Garry data is also wide open to this critioism.
H. Pettersson (1920) also found a correlation between the wind
component along a fjord and fluctuations in the level of the
salinity contours, and found no correlation between the latter and
atmospheric pressure fluctuations.
Wedderburn made other stud'es of particular lakes and Halbfass
(1923), Mortimer (1953) and Hutchinson (1957) reported on these and
many other less important Investigations, and gave excellent reviews
of the state of knowledge of internai seiches and waves in lakes.
ln each of the latter publications the authors explain (following
Mortimer 1941,2) that below the thermooline, cu,rents and turbulence in lakes are almost entirely due to internai seiches, hence
their importance in lacustrine studies. Hutchinson also refers to
an analysis of seiches in a three layer system by Makkaweev (1936)
but no other author refers to it and it could not be obtained.
Seiches in the sea were probably fi l'st observed by Helland-Hansen
and Nansen (1909) and O. Pettersson (1909), who each considered
that the osc'llations were much less likely to be seiches than tidal
motions. Wedderburn (1909) however showed that the period of
the oscillations observed by Pettersson corresponded to the fundamental internai seiohe. This result and Defant's later calculations
of tidal forces (see Defant 1961) cast serious doubts on Pettersson's
explanation that the vertical component of the tide-produoing forces
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caused the internai oscillations. This is a disappointment to me
as O. Pettersson's (1913) fascinating paper on the influence of
internai tides on the climate near the Baltic depends on this
mechanism.
ln this paper Pettersson correlated many recorded natural fluctuations and changes, including the Scandinavian population migrations of the last three millennia, with the vertical tide-producing
forces. The causal link in this example was the depletion of the
northern fishing grounds caused by temperature reductions in the
upper water st rata, which followed the mixing with the lower, cooler
st rata caused by high internai waves. The internai waves he
supposed were generated in periods of maximum vertical tide
producing force. Pettersson's 1935 paper extended the range of
phenomena to be explained by this mechanism, but was not
convincing.
Zeilon (1913) observed and identified seiches in Gullmar Fiord, and
Revelle (1939), Sverdrup (1940) and Munk (1941) found an internai
seiche in the Gulf of California. They found that the dominant
mode of oscillation had three nodes in the length of the Gulf
giving a period close to that of a tidal component. Munk employed
W. Schmidt's equations as given by Fjeldstad (1933) but extended
them to considering a variable bed slope. The agreement between
theory and observation was very good.
An account of recent 1V0rk off the coast of California was given
by La Fond and Cox (1962) in the guise of a review paper, and
Defant (1961) gave a good account of observations in the sea up
to 1945 with an occasional reference sin ce that time. Recent
investigations have applied the existing theories to explain more
complicated observations or have made very minor extensions to
the theory. Studies of atmospheric seiches or tides are treated
in the next section as they differ fundamentally by their essential
inclusion of the effects of the earth's rotation and factors peculiar
to the atmosphere as a whole.

2.5

Oscillations of planetary scale

Oscillations of the whole aimosphere or ocean are only distantly
related to the above seiches, since rotation is of at least equal
importance to stratification.
Most studies have dealt with the
atmosphere but many reduce to oscillations of an equivalent ocean
with a free surface, but an ocean which isuniform over the whole
of the earth: a spherical annulus.
The semidiurnal oscillation 01 the atmosphere was lirst analysed
iJy LaplaG(,J (G. 1807) who recognlsed that It Muid not be a purely
tidal effect as it has a much greater amplitude than the diurnal or
lunar components the latter of which must be tidal. Although this
led him to suppose that the oscillation is of thermal origin his
simplified analysis reduced to the same problem as the one he
had solved for tides in the ocean.
Kelvin (1882) pointed out that the above lacts showed that the lundamental period of oscillation of the atmosphere must be very close
to - in fact within 4 minutes of - 12 hours to have led to the
amplification of the effect of the semidiurnal temperature wave.
Most later worl<ers started from this fact and sought an appropriate
period of free oscillation.
Lamb (1910) improved upon Laplace's analysis by consid8ring an
atmosphere in which pressure changes were adiabatic instead of
isothermal. He treated in detail the case of a linearly stratified
compressible atmosphere above a rotating plane. Chapman (1924)
improved upon this model of Lamb's and reconsidered tidal as weil
as thermal forcing, showing both to be equally important. Lamb
re-examined the pl'Oblem and his work, summarised in Lamb (1932),
showed that the inlinite number of possible waves is reduced to one
mode if the atmosphere is in convective equilibrium. He further
extended the analysis by permitting the fluid to move. Solberg
(1928) treated oscillations in an incompressible stratified fluid in a
rotating reference frame for quite General cases of two and three
moving layers.
A totally different mathematical formulation is due to Bjerknes and
others (1933) and Solberg (1936).
They utilised the Iinearised
equations of motion in the Lagrangian form, and obtained relationships between wave celerity and wave number for various stratifications and other parameters, and set up equations for the
velocity distribution. This approach has not been used in the
study of planetary oscillations but has been followed up in the
study of cyclogenesis.
The tidal origin of the wave was postulated again by O. Pettersson
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(1934) who criticised earlier analyses which neglected the vertical
force, but he m8rely showed that two events with 12 hours period
will give good correlation.
Seeking a period of atmospheric oscillation of 12 hours, Taylor
(1929) found one of 10} hours and obtained detailed agreement
with observations of the atmospheric wave caused by the explosion
of Krakatau. In his 1932 paper he showed that a somewhat more
realistic model of the atmosphere failed to give a period of
12 hours, but in 1936 he found that an improved model gave an
Infinite number of periods although only one for convective
equilibrium.
Starting with Taylor's 1936 results, Pekeris (1937) in a definitive
pap8r predicted both the 10] hours and 12 hours free periods and
obtained correct phase relationships for a thermally induced semidiurnal oscillation. The semidiurnal wave is a true internai wave
in which the outer layers of the ionosphère oscillate with opposite
phase to the lower atmosphere.
The exhaustive review by
Chapman (1951) mentioned other studies and showed that Pekeris
had had the last word at that time.

2.6

Remaining theory and observations to 1945

The studies of the prev'ous section were motivated by the need
to explain the semidiurnal atmospheric oscillation.
This work
provided the stimulus for some of the studies in this section and
used the results of others. Thus these sections report contemporaneous studies and are only in the broadest sense in chronological order. This section treats the nucleus of the topic of
internai waves, starting with the work of the Scandinavian oceanographers who observed internai waves, gave qualitative explanations
of their origin and then developed their theory in conjunction with
the English applied mathematicians and the G8rman meteorologists.
These hydrodynamic studies led to further stability analyses. The
study of lee waves is left to the next section as it forms a fairly
self contained topic foilowing on from the basic theory.
O. Pettersson's (1909) observations of long period waves have been
mentioned in the previous section where it was noted that his
ex'planation in terms of the vertical tidal force is incorrect. Knudsen (1910) also observed long period internai waves, as did
Jacobsen (1913) who showed that they correlated with the phases
of the moon, but he went no further in explaining their origin.
Nansen (1900) and Helland-Hansen and Nansen (1909) observed
IÙI'9 11"" iùù vvélV8S &'Ù IIlélù", lI'8 181Hilliv8 sU;J;J8sliùII lIlètl lI,,,,y

were caused by the normal tide of the Atlantic breaking over the
submarlne rldge which l'uns from Scotland to Greenland.
Zeilon (1917, 1934) took up this idea and carried out experiments
which showed that the normal tidal oscillations could pump an
underlying stratum over a submerged barrier from the side on
which the interface was higher. Such a process could give ri se
to an oscillation of period 14 days, which was one of the periods
detected by O. Pettersson. Zeilon also noted that short period
waves were formed in his experiments.
He obtained potential
flow solutions for su ch waves generated in a uniformly osc'Ilating
two-Iayer fluid moving over a bed with either a sinusoidal profile
or a low transverse barrier or a section undergoing vertical
oscillations.
Helland-Hansen and Nansen noted that years of strong internai
wave motion were also stormy years but although the workers on
internai seiches have proven wind stress to be the main initiator
of motion in lakes, the picture is not as simple in the sea. As
noted in an earlier section, H. Pettersson (1920) found a strong
correlation between fluctuations of interface depth and wind data
but not with atmospheric pressure changes. In this case however
the interface fluctuations appear to have been caused by the
surface layer being driven first to one end of the basin and then
to the other by the wind shear, and were more nearly a succession
of steady states than an oscillation. Sandstrom's (1908) demonstration in which an internai wave was produced by a jet of air
was interpreted by Johnson (1919) and others not in terms of wind
shear but as the effect of a local reduction in atmospheric
pressure. That both mechanisms are capable of producing internai
wave trains has been shown by the theoretical studies of Lamb
(1916) referred to in Section 2.3 and Takegami (1936) who considered an inviscid two layer fluid with a moving localised shear
stress at the surface.
Direct lunar tidal oscillations, although suspected from the outset,
Were not çonvincingly identified until the measurements of H. Pet-
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tersson and Kullenberg (1933) in the Kattegat although Defant (1927)
and others had sometimes found periods of about 12 or 24 hours
at a few of their stations for durations of a few days. Pettersson
and Kullenberg also found planetary wave periods represented.
Seiwell (1937, 1938, 1939, 1942) conclusively proved the existence
of lunar tidal periods and also the shorter periods (1941) unreliably
indicated by earlier workers. His 1942 paper contains elaborate
statistical analyses which show that the lunar and not solar tidal
periods are present.
The hydrodynamic studies were continued, primarily by the English
applied mathematicians but with important contributions from the
Scandinavian oceanographers and the German meteorologists.
Harrisson (1908) was the first to include the effects of viscosity in
analyses of wave motion. HiS principal conclusions were that the
rate of energy dissipation is proportional to the square of the
amplitude and that it is mu ch greater for internai waves out of
phase with free surface waves than for those in phase, as is to
be expected. He also computed the slightly increased periods of
internai waves which result when v'scous effects are considered.
Jacobsen (1913) computed internai shear stresses from his observations but neglected them in his energy analysis of wave motion
in which he independently derived an equation for wave celerity
equivalent to Greenhill's.
Lamb (1910) extented the work of Burnside on waves in a continuously stratified inviscid fluid and as has already been mentioned
he studied the case of a compressible fluid on a rotating earth.
Although this appeared in the fourth edition of his Hydrodynamics
in 1916, it was overlooked by other workers on atmospheric tides
until the mid 1930's. In 1910 he also briefly looked at waves on a
sharp interface. Zeilon (1915) used Burnside's method of dividing a
continuously stratified fluid into many thin homogeneous layers
which he permitted to have different veloc'ties. He formulated
general equationc and salved simple examples for waves in such
a continuously stratified interlayer between two homogeneous
layers. He considered only waves which were long compared to
the interlayer thickness, a case relevant to long waves on the
ocean thermocline, and found the small corrections from Stocke's
forrnulae for the sharply stratified case.
The first general treatment of internai waves in a compressible
fluid was that of V. W. Bjerknes (1916) who considered an inviscid
continuously stratified f1uid. Using the Lagrangian equations of
motion, he determined the density and pressure of a particle as a
function of time, which he then inverted ta find conditions at any
fl><nrl pnint
He also solved the equlvnlont oquolionG for on
n-Iayer compressible inviscid fluid.
This work of Bjerknes and a cl.JufJle uf studies ln the 1920'5 do
not lie in the main stream of development of the subject and have
not been followed up. The later studies referred to are Solberg's
(1928) analys's of waves on a sloping interface and Kochin's (1928)
highly mathematical derivation of expressions for permanent waves
of finite amplitude in a two layer fluid.
On the other hand the very simple derivation by Viiisiiiii (1925) of
the period of natural oscillation of a parcel of air in a stratified
atmosphere has been very widely used in subsequent analyses and
interpretations of data. Viiisiiiii used the frequency to ex:plain
fluctuations in the velocity of a series of pilot balloons released
from a point into a steady wind. The same frequency was given
independently by Brunt in 1927.
It is known as the Viiisiilâ
frequency or the Brunt-Viiisiiiii frequency.
At this time several reviews appeared; of these Lamb (1932)
summarised most of the theory in his usual disjointed style, but
the best review was that of V. W. Bjerknes and others (1933) who
not only summarised the theory in their excellent fluid mechanics
text, but also presented many of the equations in Lagrangian
form for the first time.
The Eulerian analysis of internai waves in an incompressible f1uid
was reviewed in 1933 by Fjeldstad who also presented many new
solutions.
Fjeldstad examined the stability and wave motions
possible in arbitrarily stratified (statically stable), incompressible
fluids and obtained solutions for a number of cases including a
three-Iayer system with the density given as the following funetion
of the depth:

9 = po

?

= ?,

0< z < h,
h,

< z < h,

h,

+ h~ < z < il

+h,

which may be made to correspond very closely to the stratification
in the ocean or in a lake. Fjeldstad also derived formulae for
internai waves in the presence of the coriolis force, and in addition
explained a procedure for analysing internai wave records previously used by Defant (1932 a). In his 1938 paper Fjeldstad gave
additional examples showing excellent agreement with observations
made in the Herdelfjord near Bergen.
ln another quite general analysis of internai waves, Godske, in the
first part of his 1935 paper, derived various energy integrals. In
contrast to the simplicity of Godske's results, Hylleras (1939), by a
variation al method, reduced the eigenvalue problem for two and
three dimensional oscillations in a stratified sea to the evaluation
of a single terrible Integral in terms of the boundary conditions;
modern computers would enable solutions to be obtained with
ease.
While Fjeldstad, Godske and Hylleras were concerned with the
applications of internai wave theory, Dubreil-Jacotin was concerned
with mathematical rigour. In 1932 he repeated, for a more general
stratification, Burnside's proof that internai waves of unchanging
form are rotational and showed that in an infinitely deep continuously stratified fluid the waves are Gerstner's rotational waves.
ln 1934 he obtained an equation for the stream function in a twodimensional fluid which he solved by successive approximation. A
similar equation was later obtained independently by Long (1953).
Old observations and stability analyses already mentioned had
indicated that internai waves could be produced by the relative
motion of two strata, and this was strongly supported by
Krümmel (1907), but a quantitative theory was lacking until Taylor's
paper of 1914. Taylor used the method of small sinusoidal disturbances, developed by Kelvin and Rayleigh, to obtain stability
criteria for sm ail internai waves in fluids with several different
density distributions. He did not publish this paper in the open
literature until 1931 and this work had IIttle influence on research
until that time since wh en it has had a major effect. In the
same year he also published an extension of this theoretical investigation (Taylor 1931 b). Prior to 1931 he had already published
two papers on interfacial stability. One of these, Taylor (1927 a),
was a brief description of a qualitative experiment which demonstrated the occurrence of interfacial disturbances and a stability
limit, and which for some reason caught people's attention and led
to inorease interest in this topic. The other paper, Taylor (1927 b),
dealt with similar but more detailed experiments. In his experiments
an undular transition stage was not observed, and the flow
changed abruptly from laminar to turbulent. An undular lI'nncition
stage has usually been observed in similar flow situations P..g. Rp.ynoldc (1883), Kculegan (1949) and Macagno and nouse (1961).
Other analyses of the stability of stratified flows were those of
V.w. Bjerknes (1925) for a multilayer compressible fluid, Goldstein
(1931) who considered a two layer flow with one or more interlayers and also considered large density differences, and Synge
(1933) who examined the stability of a continuously stratified fluid.
Although Synge gave an exceptionally clear and precise exposition
of small perturbation analysis of hydrodynamic stability with a
number of original solutions as worked examples, his paper was
published in a lesser known journal and was overlooked for many
years.
Hoiland (1944) considered the flow of two linearly stratified layers
in a two dimensional duct. He so restricted the problem that it
applied only to infinitessimal waves in liquids, although he expressed it in terms of a gas. He solved the eigenvalue problem
for the case of two homogeneous layers, obtaining a result in
accord with previous work of which he was apparently unaware.
Some of his other results are questionable - for example, like
Goldstein, he found that for a two-Iayer inviscid flow there are
always unstable waves, but he obtained this result by letting the
wave length become arbitrarily small while holding the amplitude
constant, thus producing an arbitrarily steep wave. Taylor (1931 b)
had already shown that for a small enough Richardson number no
infinitessimal waves are unstable and this result was later extended
by Miles (1967) developing the work of Eliassen, Holland and Rees.
The existence of short period internai waves in the atmosphere due
to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability was demonstrated from ground level
pressure fluctuations by Goldie (1925), and by Haurwitz (1931 c),
Jacobs (1937) and earlier workers already listed from observations
of cumulus clouds.
In his analyses of the stability of internai
waves, Haurwitz (1931 a, b, 1932) corrected Wegener's calculations
of wave length by allowing for the effects of compressibility and
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condensation of water vapour, and in several examples included
coriolis terms.
Linearised stability analyses su ch as the above indicate only the
rate of growth of infinitessimal waves, whereas the rate of growth
may decrease once the waves become of finite size (Stuart 1960).
The experiments of Defant (1929) on breaking internai waves and the
analysis of Rosenhead (1932) on the instability of interfacial waves
and their roll up into vortices took the study of interfacial waves
beyond the infinitessimal limitation. Another form of instability of
a large amplitude internai wave was reported by Jacobsen and
Thomsen (1933) who observed a wave in the Straits of Gibraltar
which steepened to an internai bore during spring tides.
Ouite a different instability to those considered ab ove is the
rotational inertial instability of a stratified fluid, such as occurs in
frontogenisis.
Interesting descriptions and measurements of unstable atmospheric fronts were given by Exner (1923) who also
demonstrated similar phenomena qualitatively in a mode!. The
model experiments of Harwood (1945) on the other hand have
nothing to do with this problem as they are completely unscaled
and almost certainly dominated by pOOl' inlet and oullet conditions.
Analytical treatments of th's type of instability or relevant to it
were given, among others by V.w Bjerknes (1925, 1929), Haurwitz
(1931 b, 1932) and J. Bjerknes and Godske (1936). The last authors
applied the analysis of Godske (1935) who considered internai wave
motions in a rotating cylindrical annulus. The studies reported in
the previous section, in particular those of Solberg are relevant to
th is problem too. The use of the pressure tendancy equation for
the analysis of frontal motions was proposed by J. Bjerknes (1937),
but since it is purely kinematic it is of limited value (it is obtained
by forming the time derivative of the hydrostatic equation for
pressure). The whole topic of frontogenis was weil reviewed in
Haurwitz's text of 1941.
From this work outlined in this section it is apparent that meteorologists and oceanographers of the 1930's had quite sophisticated
theories available to relate wave periods and celeritles and to
predict velocity distributions, but because of instrumental limitations
and variability of natural systems, data collection and analysis
lagged behind. Investigators often failed to do more than identify
the dominant frequency present in a data sample, for example
Schott (1928) and J. Schmidt (1922, 1929) performed minimal analyses and even Jacobsen and Thomson (1933) using their own
data as weil as that of Schott and Schmidt performed a rather
inconclusive analysis of the periods present in the wave motion of
the Stl'8its of GibraltAr. On the other hAnd Lek and Fjeldstad (1938)
using Lek's (1938 a) data provided a very convincing confirmation
of the predictions of Fjeldstad's (1933) theory, as did Fjeldstad's
(1938) observations.
While the oceanographic observations at this time were more numerous and generally preceded comparable atmospheric investigations,
the problems raised by both were similar and the hydrodynamic
studies described above were as frequenlly concerned with applications in one field as in the other. The oceanographic information
suffered from the limitation of having to make observations by
repeatedly lowering a wire to which sampling bottles were attached.
This prevented detection of waves of periods less than about an
hour although many observers suspected their existence. The
neutrally buoyant float unsuccessfully used by O. Pettersson overcame this problem when developed by his son H. Pettersson and
Kullenberg (H. Pettersson and Kullenberg 1933, Kullenberg 1932,
1935, Pettersson 1938). The float was first used in the Kattegat
and revealed only long period oscillations, but in essentially the
same form it is now widely used to detect a broad spectrum of
internai waves (La Fond and Cox 1962).
Seiwell (1941) was
probably the first to obtain useful records of short period internai
waves in the sea. The meteorologist on the other hand could
make use of ground based observations su ch as the ground level
pressure fluctuations and cloud observations already cited.
Reviews of the knowledge on internai waves more recent than
those of the early 1930's have been given by several authors.
Prandtl (1949) covered most aspects of the theory of internai waves
of ail types and gave some data on atmospheric waves. Malone
(1951) edited a rather uneven volume treating ail aspects of
atmospheric motion but stressing observation at the expense of a
coherent treatment of the theory. Hutchinson (1957) presented the
theory and data on ail aspects of internai waves in lakes and
Neuman and Pierson (1966) did the same for internai waves in the
sea. Yih (1965) treated only the theory, but much more fully th an
any other recent author.
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2.7

Lee waves

The waves generated by an object moving through a stratified fluid
were studied by Ekman in 1904, and work on this subject is
reviewed in Section 2.3. The corresponding waves generated by
a stratified fluid moving past a stationary object were not investigated until some years later. The study of these waves, known as
lee waves from their appearance in the lee of mountain barriers, has
been left until now to keep this account close to chronological
order.
Banded clouds and even temperature fluctuations (e.g. in the F6hn)
had been observed in the lee of mountains for many years, but
the existence of atmospheric lee waves was not generally recognised until the late 1930's. Since that time they have been
studied because of their effect on aircraft. Lee waves in water on
the other hand are of much less importance.
The first study of lee waves in the sea was the experimental and
analytical investigat'on of Zeilon (1917, 1934) already mentioned in
connection with the origin of internai waves in the sea, in which
the flow of an incompressible two layer fluid was studied. Zeilon
and later Defant and Helland-Hansen (1938) observed lee waves in
the sea, and Hylleras and Romberg (1941) extended the analyses of
Hylleras (1939) to cases where the sea bed was no longer plane.
Apart from these studies, lee waves have been almost exclusively
the preserve of the meteorologist.
The fi l'st treatment of the problem was that of Pockels (1913). He
assumed that the basic flow was uniform, two-dimensional, inviscid
and that the temperature distribution was given by the dry adiabatic
lapse rate, and that the small disturbance due to the sinusoidal bed
died out exponentially with height. Numerical examples from his
solutions agreed weil with the incomplete data available to him.
The first analytical treatment to properly consider compressibility
of the fluid was that of Raethjen (1929). He first obtained solutions
of Bjerknes Circulation theorem for flow over a horizontal bed in
terms of a series expansion in an imposed perturbation. He th en
extended this to an analysis of flow over a sinusoidal bed. If he
had taken only the fi l'st term of his series he could have formed the
sum of a number of solutions with different wavelengths which
could represent a mountian range. He realised that the upper and
upstream boundary conditions are potentially troublesome and
imposed an exponential upwards decay on wave amplitudes as
Pockels had done.
Oueney (1936, 1941) carried out a similar study starting from the
linearised equations of motion. He considered coriolis force and
Ille exlelll ul Il,e obstacle and showed for typlcol otmD3phcric VOIUCCl
that thc oarth's rotation is unimportant for scales less than 10 km
and determines the wave lengths for SGulus \jlualur IIlall 100 kill.
His comparisons with large scale atmospheric measurements were
interesting but inconclusive for lack of adequate data.
Lyra (1940, 1943) improved the simulation of the atmospheric conditions by employing a polytropic equation of state. For an isothermal atmosphere he solved directly for the waves generated by
rectangular steps and ridges instead of using Fourier series methods
as the previous workers had done. He computed vertical velocities
and Stümke (1940) computed horizontal velocities for his mode!.
Lyra was the first to explain rotors - the eddies with horizontal
axes sometimes found below lee waves - by showing that ground
level pressure gradients would give rise to flow reversais in the
atmospheric boundary layer near the ground.
Prandtl (1949) pointed out that Lyra's model gives amplitudes which
increase indefinitely with height, but it is only to be expected that
su ch a crude representation of the atmosphere would be in error
to some extent. Prandtl showed that Lyra's theory predicted wavelengths in fair agreement with those observed by Stormer (1939)
from sightings over northern Europe of a meteor trail in the
stratosphere. G6rller (1941) gave a more convincing confirmation
of Lyra's work.
Lyra's work was criticised by many writers in the 1950's because
he had applied linearised equations at a step, where slopes were
of necessity finite (in fact infinitely large). Subsequent analyses
have shown that the error introduced is negligible, and in certain
cases is within the normal errors involved in linearisation.
Detailed comparisons of these four analytical models have not
been made, and in fact the first three have been ignored by the
overwhelming majority of workers. 1 suspect that this is not because
of the merits of Lyra's model, which is in fact not very different to
Oueney's, but rather because of the dissemination of his findings
by Prandtl in his widely read book.
Field observations and wind tunnel studies of the lee waves of
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Mt. Fujiyama were carried out by Abe (1932,1941). Although he
formed lee waves in his model he had erroneously scaled using
Reynolds number and not Froude number so had not reproduced
density or velocity variations with height. The first correct model
study was performed by Long in 1954 and 1955.
Field data obtained in this period consisted of balloon and glider
traverses (e.g. Kempe 1940) and some ground level temperature and
cloud observations: the last su ch study being that of Manley (1945).
These observations are described in detail with illustrative photographs in the excellent monograph by Queney and others (1960).
Two other studies to lee waves remain to be mentioned: that of
Kochin (1938), who obtained potential flow solutions for the interfacial waves generated by a hydrodynamic source on the bed. The
second is the waves generated by the oscillations of a fiat plate in
a stratified fluid studied by Zeilon and by Gortler (1943) which fall
in betweendead water and lee waves. At one Iimit of the motion
Gortler was able to utilise Lyra's analys;s as a check on his
experimental results, but he also obtained his own potential flow
solutions for the case of very small oscillations.
The knowledge of lee waves at the end of 1945 is contained in the
detailed treatment of Queney (1947) and was summarised by
Prandtl (1949) and Queney (1948): up to which time there had been
Iittle communication between workers in this field. Since then
there have been many contributions to the theory which were
critically reviewed by Queney and others (1960) and are presented
in Yih (1965). Good quantitative date are also available now.
ln concluding the topic of internai waves it is useful to realise that
while the principal theoretical work on interfacial waves was
conducted in the nineteenth century and compressibility was
included from about 1910, the study of the dynamic instability of a
statically stable f1uid was not really started until the 1930's.
Furthermore accu rate field observations and dynamically scaled
model experiments were almost unknown. One consequence of
this was that only a weak theoretical basis was available for a
deterministic study of mixing processes.

CHAPTER 3. TURBULENCE, MIXING AND SHEAR IN
STRATIFIED FLUID5
3.1

Descriptions of interfaciaJ mixing

Mixing of a stratificd fillirl GRused by intcrnul wuves or olhAr
disturbances was observed and described years before any quantitative laws were formulated.
Even nnw it is only for simple
flows that the onset of mixing can be predicted, and the laws
governing the mixing process beyond this initial point are known
only for a handful of f10w situations.
The early observations, aside from Forel's description of intense
turbulence in a lacustrine density underflow, were of mixing in salt
wedges. Starting with Franklin in 1761, scientists noticed that the
freshwater out-flow entrained the underlying salt water. In 1876,
F. L. Ekman described this entrainment and made the important
observation that the velocity maximum occured at the same depth
as the maximum density gradient, which suggests that the interface
is a layer of minimum resistance to shear. This conclusion is in
accordance with the statement made by Robert Boyle (1673) that
he had olten observed strata of water "sliding over one another, in
some parts of the sea, especially near the mouths of rivers".
F. L. Ekman and various others in three later papers gave descriptions of entrainment and data for sharply stratified f1ows. They
were O. Pettersson and G. Ekman (1891), F. L. Ekman and O. Pettersson (1892) and O. Pettersson (1894). Less clear descriptions of
entrain ment in a salt wedge were given by Wheeler (1906), and by
Cremers (1908) who gave density profiles for a partially mixed
estuary and Rubey (1938) who estimated mixing in a reservoir
density current. Other oceanographers and engineers have described the mixing of water strata, but it was not until the work
on two-Iayer flows of Taylor (1927 b) and Rosenhead (1932) described
in the previous section that the mixing pracess was studied in
detai!. While it cannot yet be stated with certainty whether there
is always an undular stage prior to mixing or how turbulent mixing
first commences, there is a considerable literature on the subject
with is discussed in Section 3.3. Following this section studies of
the effects of mixing in the interface are reviewed, and in the
section below the action of mixing in praducing internai shear
stresses is considered.

3.2

Shear stress in slratified f1uids

ln laminar flows the internai shear stress will be unaffected by a
density stratification, although the velocity profile will usually
change slope if the viscosity varies with the density or if the fluid
is accelerated and inertial effects of the density stratification
appear. Thus the analysis of Zoppritz (18ï8) which was based on
the use of the molecular viscosity showed no effects arising fram
the density stratification.
ln turbulent flows, shear stresses arise principally through the
exchange of momentum between one region of the fluid and
another, as a consequence of the turbulence. It is convenient to
regard the turbulent shear stresses as the praduct of the density,
the mean velocity gradient and the kinematic eddy viscosity, Au,
which is also the vertical eddy diffusivity for the longitudinal component of momentum and is a property of the flow and not of the
fluid. Some early observations of the effect of a stratification on
the res'stance to shear have already been described, and others
will be discussed below, while in the next section the same
pracesses are discussed with reference toestablishing a criterion
for the occurence of turbulence.
ln his calculation of the spiral velocity trajectories resulting fram
shear stress and coriolis force, Ekman (1906) used an eddy
viscosity and for convenience assumed it to be constant, although
he recognised that this was not correct. He observed that the
wind stress produced a greater velocity near the water surface
when there was a strong density gradient not far beneath the
surface and he explained this as a consequence of the reduced
eddy viscosity at the interface.
One of the first analyses to consider the effect of atmospheric
stabi!ity on momentum fluxes was that of J. Bjerknes (1926). In
his very simplified treatment he assumed that the eddy viscosity
was given by 01 (y" -y) where (j is the potential temperature, y"
the adiabatic lapse rate and y the actual lapse rate at a particular
height. This expression at best approximately accounts for the
effect of static or convective stability, but obviously makes no
allowance for dynamic stability. A similar expression was used by
Exner (1927) for the atmosphere, and Fjeldstad (1936) obtained a
related expression from an extensive series of measurements in a
tidal current:
Au

= f (z)1

( 1

0

0 )
+ -a ;;'-

?

oz,

where f (1:) is a function only of the depth and Il Is a positive
constant.
Jacobsen (1913) made a series of systematic rneasuremellts ill
strangly stratified waters near Denmark and by simplifying the
equations of conservation of mass and momentum he was able to
evaluate the eddy viscosity, Au. He also roughly computed the
vertical eddy diffusivity of salt, Am, and found it to be about one
tenth of Au. Jacobsen (1930) obtained similar results fram a later
series of observations and he explained the difference between the
values of Au and Am by assuming that the turbulent eddies rapidly
lost their momentum but were restored to their original position by
gravitational forces before they could ex change their other properties by mixing on a molecular javel.
Support for Jacobsen's explanation was provided by experimental
and field studies of turbulence in stratified f1ows. Prandtl and
Reichardt (1934) determined velocity correlation coefficients using
the Gottingen wind tunnel, and showed that turbulence in a
stratified flow was anisotropic. The Gottingen wind tunnel could
be heated or cooled at the top or bottom and was used for precise
experiments on many stratified flow situations, particulary simple
parallel flows.
The effect on mornentum transfer acrass an interface of both the
velocity and the temperature gradient appears to have been examined first by Hesselberg (1926). From his mixing length analysis he
concluded that for cases of relevance to atmospheric motions the
additional momentum transfer resulting fram the temperature gradient will be two orders of magnitude less than the velocity gradient
effect - the assumption made by almost ail workers since that
time. That this conclusion is not generally correct, even if wall
shear is allowed for, is shown by the data of Pritchard (1956) for
flow in an estuary where both terms are significant at the interfacial region, and by the analysis of Priestley and Swinbank (1947).
Other systematic measurements were those of Durst (1933 b) who
showed that inversions reduce turbulence, and Suda (1932, 1936)
who measured velocity profiles in a rapidly moving sharply-stratified
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Apparatus of H. Pellersson and H.W. Malmheden (1935) for measuring
eddy viscosity in density-stratitied water.
Appareil de H. Pettersson et H.W. Malmheden (1935) pour I~ déter-

mination de la viscosité tourbillonnaire dans l'eau avec stratification
de densité.

ocean current and computed eddy viscosities and diffusivities. He
found that although the shear stress d1d not vary greatly with
depth, the energy dissipation attained a maximum at the interface
between the strata. Hellstrom (1940) found that by using a thin
interlayer of 101'1 viscosity his computed velocity profiles matched
those in a wind-induced current in a strat:fied fluid; such a stru(;ture results from suppression of turbulence and hence reduction of
the Reynolds stresses in a strong density gradient. Thornthwaitp
and Kaser (1943) measured numerous wind profiles and showed
that stability han a marked effect but as they did not measure
the vertical temperature profiles their data are of 11Hle value.
ln some of the field studies empirical formulae l'lere obtained, and
these give a clearer idea of the de pend en ce of the eddy viscosity
and related quantities on the stratification. For example in the!r
(;ufllfJrellell~ive ~Iuuy Rus~lJy ailU TvlUrll'lUIIlt"Y (1935) IUUlIU IIlal
mixing longth, l, caticfiod the rolationchip:

Il,,,

1 =: kz/V1

+

cR,

where RI is the Richardson numb8r and k and c are constants.
Sverdrup (1936) amended the!r derivation by assuming a more reaIistic temperature profile near the ground and showed that it filted
his profiles measured in the atmosphere and the ocean (Sverdrup,
1 936. 38, 39), but Holzman (1943) found that the constant c varied
and proposed instead:

1 =: kzv1 -

where Cl is a
disappears at
Deacon (1949)
of studies but
investigations.

c' R I

constant. Holzman's formula shows that turbulence
a suff:ciently high value of the Richardson nUf71ber.
found Holzman's formula filled data from a number
these formulae have not olten been used in recent

Much earlier th an these authors, V. W. Ekman (1906) had devised a
simple experiment ta determine the effect ot the stratification on
the eddy viscosity but l'las unsuccessful because of faults in his
apparatus. His apparatus consisted of a rough-bollomed, smoothwalled glass cylinder, filled with a stratified solution and set
rotating at a constant speed. The fluid near the bottom l'las
brought into motion by shear, and ultimately this motion l'las
transm'tted ta a vane at the surface. The eddy viscosity could be
computed from the time taken from the start of motion of the
cylinder for the vane ta start rotating; it was assumed that secondary circulations l'lere unimportant. H. Pellersson (1931) repeated
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and extended these experiments and showed that the computed
eddy viscosity decreased as the density gradient increased. He
also described the onset of general instability and overturning
which occured at high rates of rotation. That secondary circulations l'lere present l'las shawn by Pettersson. sa that the values
of eddy viscosity are not applicable ta any other situation. but
they do give 'a gross measure of the rate of momentum transfer
in the given apparatus.
Ta improve on th1s work, H. Pettersson and Malmheden (1935)
redesigned the apparatus ta the form shawn in Figure 1. The
steadily rotating ring at the top induced in the upper water layer
a rotation about the vertical axis and a secondary circulation. The
latter opposed any tendency for circulations ta arise in the lower
layers, which rotated solely about the vertical axis. They showed
the sudden onset of turbulence already shawn by Taylor reduced
momentum transfer across an interface and the consequent tendency for momentum ta be concentrated in the driven layer,
particularly while the fluid l'las being accelerated - a phenomenon
later studied analytically by Rossby (1951).
Inexplicably these
papers have been completely overlooked. An apparatus similar ta
Pettersson's original one l'las used by Kata and Phillips (1969)
who did not detect secondary flows at the high rates of mixing
they used.

3.3

Energy considerations in turbulence and mixing

Neumann (c. 1835) had argued that a heavy layer ab ove a light
layer would be unstable but did not give a rigorous prao!. Thus
the first analyses of turbulence and mixing in which energy l'las
considered l'lere the macroscopic studies of mixing carried out in
the first part of the twentieth century although the work of
Rayleigh and Helmoltz described in Section 2.2 l'las in many
respects more advanced th an this later work. The potential energy
change which would result if a stratified body of water l'lere
completely mixed l'las calculated by a number of investigators. In
arder ta calculate the energy changes accurately it is necessary
ta allow for the effects of compressibiPly of water, and this l'las
first do ne for fresh water by Groll (1903, 4). Utilising Groll's data,
Birge (1910 a) tabulated the work done in mixing a cubic metre of
fresh water with a constant temperature gradient of unit magnitude
between its upper and lower faces. From this analysis he obta'ned
quantitative estimates of the difficulty of mixing stratified water at
various temperatures.
Based on thei!' own data for sea water
(1915 a). Hesselberg ancJ SVArcJrup r:;miecJ out similar analysAs
(1915 b) as did Atkins (1925). The conclusions that may be drawn
tram these calculations are that one should not confuse temperature gradients with density gradients and that the compressibility
of water is often not negligible.
Other macroscopic energy calculations are those cited by Hutchinson (1957) for the mixing of whole st rata in lakes. In some
of these investigations, in particular Hutchinson (1937), the energy
calculations have been used ta arrive at estimates of the time
required ta mix the given body of \IIater. Such a procedure
appears ta be quite unreliable in view of the 101'1 and unknown
efficiency of the mixing process which itself depends upon the
stratification.
Small scale, or strictly speaking infinitessimal scale studies of the
energy involved in mixing a stratified fluid form the most important
group of investigations of turbulence and mixing of stratified
fluids up ta 1945. The first su ch calculations l'lere made by
W. Schmidt (1918). but L. F. Richardson in 1920 pointed out an
error in Schmidt's work and presented his own calculations.
To obtain Richardson's criterion for the Çlfowth or decay of turbulence, consider a fluid of density 0 and velocity u, in which li
and 0 are continuous functions of the height z, and in which there
is on'Iy one element of turbulence. From considerations of energy
conservation and after discarding terms he found ta be small,
Richardson proposed that the kinetic energy of the turbulent eddy
would decrease if the rate at which energy l'las extracted from
the mean motion by the Reynolds stresses l'las less than the rate
at which work l'las done against the gravitational forces. By lIsing
an eddy viscosity and diffusivity, the ratio of these quantities is
found ta be:
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where Am is the vertical dijfusivity of mass (or heat in the atmospheric case), Au is the vertical eddy viscosity and the bars denote
the appropriate averages at a point. The quantity:

'!.?

c?" / (~\, 2

metric Reynolds number, a parameter utiiised later by Keuiegan
(1949) in his studies of internai stability.
For the velocity he
substituted in terms of the depth and the discharge, Q, and for
the density difference in terms of the silt concentration, n, and
obtained the following simple relationship for a given underflow:

oz / \ oz )

is the gradient form of the Richardson number and is denoted by
the symbole R" Richardson's criterion thus becomes:
R, > Au/Am turbulence is decreased by the stratification and hence
turbulent mixing is unimportant.
R, < Au/Am turbulence is increased by the stratification and hence
turbulent mixing will occur.
A test of this criterion was made by Richardson (1925) who obtained
data showing that the criterion was in the range of RI'§: 0.5 to 1.0.
There was a considerable body of data showing that in homogeneous flows Au/Am was usually within the range of 1,0 to 2.0
and although much larger values had been obtained, Richardson's
test was regarded as supporting his analysis to at least order of
magnitude accuracy.
prandtl in 1929 derived a criterion which differed only in that it
was larger by a factor or two. To test his theory he carried out
some laboratory experiments and obtained his predicted criterion
R, '§: 2.0 with some experimental uncertainty. The error in his
analysis was pointed out by Taylor (1931 b) and was corrected by
Prandtl in 1932 and 1933.
This correction did not settle ail controversy over the criterion for
the growth or decay of turbulent mixing since the previously
mentioned studies of the stability of internai waves of Taylor (1931 a)
and Goldstein (1931) had indicated that the criterion should be
R, § 0.25. An additional complication was the fa ct that while
Ric'hardson's energy anaiysis had yielded lhe criterion R, § Au/Am
this ratio could not be assumed equal to one as he and others
mentioned in the previous section had shown.
Data obtained at this time did litlle to clarify the choice of the
correct value of the critical Richardson number. Taylor obtained
partial confirmation of his energy criterion by analysing the data
of Jacobsen (1913) for which he showed that the flow had been
turbulent at ail times and that as he predicted RI < Au/Am at ail
times for a range of Au/Am from 5 to 50 in the strongly stratified
waters.
Prandll in his 1932 paper stated that available data
supported a value between 0.25 and 0.5, but Durst (1933 a) found
for a natural wind that the critical value was very close to 1.0
although he only cheeked lhis Griterion as an afterthought and then
only on one of his milny SRts nf dAtA Holzman's (1943) empirical
formula for mixing length provided a syslullIu[iG l.m:;i:; for extrapolating to the condition of no turbulence and, using Deacon's
(1949) value of 7 for the constant, it gave a value of 0.14 for the
critical R'chardson number.
The investigation which came the closest to resolving the contro·
versy was that of Prandtl's student Schlichting in 1935. From
measurements in a continuously stratified boundary layer in the
Gottingen wind tunnel, Schlichfng obtained values of the critical
Richardson number Iying between 0.029 and 0.041. The actual value
depended upon an additional parameter, the Reynolds number R,..
ln the same paper he presented the clearest available derivation of
the Richardson number as the sole criterion and then showed how
the analysis could be improved to show the dependence of the
critical Richardson number on the Reynolds number. Later workers
have confirmed that the critieal Richardson number depends on the
nature of the flow, including the Reynolds number and the boundary roughness in many cases.
A fresh analysis was made by Ertel (1929, 1939-1944) who divided
the numerator of the Richardson number into an irreversible part
and a reversible part which is a purely thermodynamic quantity
resulting from the compressibility of the fluid. Prandll (1944 a)
published a rebuttal of Ertel's analysis and further criticised its
usefulness in another short paper (Prandtl 1944 b).
Ertel also
suggested that not ail factors were taken into account in the usual
form of the Richardson number but it was not until 1947 that
C.H.B. Priestley and Swinbank showed that there was an addit'onal
term caused by the correlation of buoyancy fluctuations with
velocity fluctuations.
An interesting application of a Richardson type of criterion to a
reservoir underflow was made by Monish (1938) who based his
work on Prandtl's (1929) analysis.
For this two-Iayer flow he
chose a length scale proportional to u/u, where u is the kinematic
viscosity, which transformed the Richardson number into a densi-

n/Q = constant.

Despite some outrageous assumptions in his derivation, the formula fitted data from two different reservoirs. A thorough review
of the work prior to the publication of the papers of Schlichting
and Ertel was given by Brunt (1934), and Schlichting (1935) also
reviewed previous investigations and gave a comprehensive list of
references. The exact value of the criterion is no longer regarded
as such an important point, present emphasis being in the amount
of mixing after the criterion (if it exists l ) has been passed.

3.4

The raie of mixing in modifying a density stratification

So far in this section we have followed the attempts to develop a
criterion for turbulence to penetrate a density gradient and hence
cause mixing, and have examined the effects of the density stratification on the turbulence as shown by its effects on the shear
stress. The study of the action of the turbulence on the density
stratification complements the latter studies and extends the work
on a criterion for mixing the cases in which significant mixing
occurs. The quantitative results obtained by Schlichting (1935) for no
mixing were of the form f (R,. R,)
O. More recent studies have
shown that similar functional relationships hold for a given degree of
mixing, among the fi l'st being the investigations of Keulegan (1949)
and Rouse and Dodu (1955). With the exception of the work of
Monish on turbid underflows and Hutchinson (1937) on entrainment
of a stagnant lower stratum in a lake, both of which involved many
approximations, no su ch studies were made up to 1945. Instead
investigations of mixing were almost entirely qualitative and were
concerned with determining the mechanisms of pro cesses which
were of importance to the understanding of various mean flow
situations.
The principal process studied was the generation of the thermocline
in lakes and in the sea. In 1892, Forel showed from his studies of
Lake Geneva that surface heating and cooling on a seasonal time
scale led to thermal overturn and the formation of a steep density
gradient at the bottom of the overturning layer. In the simplest
case observed by Forel, the surface water cooled in winter until
it became den sel' than the underlying water, when it slJhsided to
form the dense, cold bottom water of the lake which by the end
of wintor may occupy the full depth of the lake. SUlIlIller Iieatlng
then affecled the surface layers flrst, and a thermocline was
formed which slowly descended. Forel described the less common
pro cess which is the mixing of very cold « 4") water from shallow
areas with warmer water (5° - 6") from the surface of deep areas
of the lake. At the zone of contact, mixing leads to the formation
of water of maximum density wh'ch then flows down the slope to
the bottom of the lake. Diurnal heating, cooling and overturn were
not recognised until a few years later. Hutchinson (1957) described
other thermal regimes and presented a review of literature dealing
with classification of lakes according to the'r thermal regime but
such details are not relevant to the fluid mechanics of density
stratified flows.
Forel also recognised that the stirring action of wind waves
assisted in m'xing the upper layer, and Wedderburn's (1907) experiments on a model lake showed that surface heating with mixing
from wind waves would generate a thermocline, even with no
thermal overturn. From qualitative model experiments and observations of actual lakes, Kindle (1927) showed that action of wind
waves was responsible for the sharp upper Pmit of the thermocline
and Atkins (1924) also noted the effects of waves in mixing the
upper laye l'S. The observations of Atkins in the English Channel
showed that sufficiently strong and prolonged wind and wave
action could eliminate the thermocline by mixing the waters over
the whole depth.
One other process leading to a sharp interface, but not related to
the thermocline, is the flow of one body of fluid over another.
The studies of dynamic instability of su ch flows and the counteracting action of the stratification in inhibiting vertical turbulence have
already been discussed. It is evident that the latter effect will
tend to maintain a steep density gradient once one has been
formed, as was noticed by Pliny, Boyle, F. L. Ekman and later many
others including Kuenan (1937). The enhancement or sharpening
of a density gradient by stretching the interfacial layers was not
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specifically mentioned until alter 1945 although it was almost
certainly known to ail experimenters.
Although vertical turbulence is inhibited, lateral turbulence is not
greatly affected by a stratification and hence lateral mixing will
persist, even in a steep density gradient, and may tend to form
homogeneous st rata above and below the steepest density gradient. Some observations of the effect of vertical stratification on
horizontal mixing in the sea have been made by Parr (1936) and by
Montgomery (1938) who followed Rossby and others in considering
isentropic rather th an horizontal surfaces.

CHAPTER 4. FINAL COMMENT
ln contrast to the studies reported in Part l, the study of internai
waves has followed a definite sequence with most authors utilising
the work of their predecessors. As a consequence the theory of
internai waves was weil advanced by the end of 1945. A possible
reason for this is the leading role of the English hydrodynamicists
in developing the theory, avoiding the fragmenting effect of many
languages and many fields of application.
Even the fact that
important simplifications were usually possible had not restricted
the development of the theory, th us by 1910 Harrison had included
viscous action, Lamb had considered waves in a compressible
stratified fluid and V.W. Ekman had solved the case of waves
generated by a moving object. Over the next ten years solutions
were obtained for waves with dif'icult geometric boundary conditions. For example Wedderburn computed seiches in basins of
irregular cross section, Lamb treated waves in a rotating atmosphere on a sphere and Zeilon solved the case of an oscillating
flow above a sinusoidal bed. The comprehensive and original
treatises of Bjerknes and others, Fjeldstad and Lamb in the
early 1930's marked the end of the predominance of this type of
study.
The studies of stability which had started with Kelvin, Rayleigh,
Helmholtz and later L.F. Richardson now proliferated with major
contributions from Taylor, Synge and Schlichting. Most of these
studies have some relevance to the inception of mixing but no
proper analysis beyond the point of inception of mixing was
conducted up to 1945. The study of mixing and its effects on the
shear stress and density profiles was mainly the work of the
Swedish oceanographers, one of the most interesting of these
studies being H. Pettersson's experimental investigation of shear
stress in a Illultilaycr fluid. (This lino wus wrltten befol'o the
work of Kato and Phillips was published, and it is unfortunate that
work ne u"oflJI 3" Pottor,,8on'8, liko tho 8tability analysis of Syngo
and Taylor's essay for the Adams prize, was not published immediately in a more widely read journal).
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